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Introduction t

A sharp cusp in the velocity spectrum of electrons, ejected in ion-atom

and ion-solid collisions, is observed when the ejected electron velocity v

matches that of the emergent ion "v in both speed and direction. In ion-atom

collisions, the electrons originate from capture to low-lying, projectile-

centered continuum states (ECC) for fast bare or nearly bare projectiles, and

from loss to those low-lying continuum states (ELC) when loosely bound

projectile electrons are available. Most investigators now agr that ECC cusps

are strongly skewed /!/ toward lower velocities, and exhibit full widths

half maxima roughly proportional to v (neglecting target-shell effects, which

are sometimes strong). Fig. 1 provides an example, comparing ECC & ELC cusp

shapes. A close examination of recent ELC data shows that ELC cusps are in-

stead nearly symmetric, with widths nearly independent on \u in the velocity

range 6-18 a.u., a result only recently predicted by theory. "Convoy"

electron cusps produced in heavy ion-solid collisions at MeV/u energies exhibit

approximately velocity-independent widths very similar to ELC cusp widths. While

the shape of the convoy peaks is approximately independent of projectile Z,

velocity, and of target material, it is found that the yields in poly-

crystalline targets exhibit a strong dependence on projectile Z and velocity.

While attempts have been made to link convoy electron production to binary ECC

or ELC processes, sometimes at the last layer, or alternatively to a solid-

state wake-riding model, our measured dependences of cusp shape and yield on

projectile charge state and energy are inconsistent with the predictions of

available theories.

tA more detailed discussion of similar topics, on a level more appropriate

for specialists in ion-atom collision physics, will be given at the Debrecen

satellite meeting on ion-atom collision physics, August 27-28, 1984. Recent

work at Centro Atomico Bariloche, and at the Unversity of Aarhus will also be

discussed in more detail in that same specialized paper.
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Fig. 1. Cusp for 20-MeV 07+ projectiles on Ar obtained in coincidence with

08+ (dots), overlaid with cusp containing all electrons not detected in

coincidence with 0a+ (solid line). The former is an ELC spectrum while the

later represents an ECC spectrum. Differences in ELC and ECC cusp shapes are

obvious.

When coincidence with emergent ion charge state q is required,

ECC cusps can be sorted as to whether 0,1,2... additional bound-state captures

occurred during the same collision which generated the continuum electron.

Similarly, ELC cusps can be sorted as to how many additional electrons were

lost. The shapes observed are relatively independent of whether or not

additional capture or loss events occurred. The yields (production cross

sections) tend to mimic the beam velocity, projectile Z, and projectile charge q

dependence of corresponding single- and multiple-electron bound state cap-

ture and loss cross sections.

For convoy electron production in solids, cusp shapes are again found

to be independent of q . More remarkably, for polycrystalline and randomly

oriented monocrystalline targets, the yields are found to be nearly independent

of q , i.e., to mirror the unweighted statistical fraction of emergent ions of

each charge state, even though there is an appreciable projectile Z dependence,

and, until recently, reason to believe that the observed convoys originate in

many cases at a depth well within one mean-free path for charge changing of the

exit surface. For well-channeled ions, however, the convoy yield is strongly



suppressed, pointing to the necessity of close approach to an atomic string in

the bulk as a necessary precursor of convoy production.

Electron capture to the continuum (ECC)

Electron capture to the continuum describes capture to projectile-

centered states, where the capture proceeds in analogy to electron transfer to

bound states, but the wave function which describes the motion of the electron

after collision is instead a projectile-centered continuum wave function. The

phenomenon therefore represents a form of ionization, but one in which, for

example, a plane-wave description of the captured electron is completely in-

appropriate. Rather, Coulomb waves centered on the projectile become a more

appropriate description. Joseph Macek, in a series of publications with Eugene

Rudd and others dating back to 1970 /2/ makes the following analogy. Ioniza-

tion can be thought of as the natural continuation of excitation to a sequence

of orb'ts of ever-increasing principal quantum number into the continuum. The

excitation cross sections continue smoothly right through the ionization limit,

provided an appropriate normalization of continuum states vis-a-vis excitation

to high-n Rydberg states per unit bandwidth AE is considered. In like fashion,

one may envision electron-capture events accompanying on ion-atom encounter into

a sequence of orbits of ever-increasing principal quantum number n, whose

production rate also continues smoothly from the region of high Rydberg states

just below the continuum into the continuum. Somehow, this process went

experimentally undiscovered and theoretically neglected during the 50-odd years

which have elapsed since the initial development of the quantum theory.

Although quantum mechnical theories of excitation, ionization, and capture to

bound states were worked out in the 1920's and 193O's, the electron-capture

contribution to ionzation was somehow ignored. That it can sometimes be

extremely important is illustrated by a 1978 paper by Shakeshaft /3/ who finds

that for certain energies ("40 keV), more than half the total cross section for

ionization of hydrogen by protons is accounted for by this process.

The generally accepted form of the cross section for production of

electrons ejected in the forward direction with velocities close to that of the

incident ion is given by

f(v ,v ,9 )
do e P e

i
dv |v - v I

e p1

where f ^ . v ^ e j is finite for Vg = ^ . ^ a n d + r e f e p t Q

laboratory frame electron and and projectile velocities. The denominator of

Eq. (1), symmetric about v = v , gives rise to the "cusp" shape and
e p



results from the Coulomb interaction between the outgoing projectile ion and

the ejected electron. The function f(v ,v ,6 ) can incorporate the observed
e p e

asymmetry, and as in Ref. ^ we expand it in terms of a projectile frame

"partial-wave" expansion,

f(v ,v ,9 ) = £(TT)~2 I (2£+1)2 a P (cose ) • (2)
e p e lie

i

Note that this is a partial wave expansion of the cross section and not that

of a wave function amplitude as is more commonly the case. The coefficients

a are now functions only of v and v (for given ion and target Z), and since
I •+ _> e p

v = |v -v i is small in the neighborhood of the cusp peak, the a maye e p' t £
be expanded in a Taylor series in v , resulting in

e

— = - I B (v ) (vY P (cose') . (3)
-* < n, I p e I e

dv v n,2,
e

where B o o = 1 .

To compare the cross section with the measured distributions Q(v ,e ),
e e

the product of the spectrometer acceptance function S(v ,Q ) and the cross
2 •+ e e

section d2o/dv dfi = (v ) (do/dv) are integrated over the experimental
e e e

acceptances in velocity and angle, resulting in

. , 2 ' n - 1
Q ( v , 6 ) = C I 5 ( v ) ( v ) ( v ) P ( c o s e ) S ( v ,Q ) d v dP. . (i»)

e e n , S , p j j e e X, e e e e e
n,Z

v a
e e

We now summarize results from a number of our most recent experiments

in ECC./5/ obtained under the _eadership of Scott D. Berry. To determine the

best fit values of B for the cross section expansion given in Equation (3),

the value of Equation (4) was calculated for trial values of the coefficients

(B ) and the angle e0> and the resulting function was fitted to the experi-

mental data distributions using a least squares fitting procedure. Good

agreement (within 555) with values of e0 estimated from geometrical

calculations was always obtained. Only those coefficients with n = 0, 1 and 9.

= 0 , 1 , and 2 were meded for the fits to converge to their approximate best fit

conditions. In Figure 2, the terms of Equation (4) for a

given coefficient are displayed for comparison with all amplitudes B set to
nl

1 and a delta function lineshape R(v ); the terms corresponding to I = 0, 1, and
e

2 are labeled (solely for convenience) S , P , and D respectively.
n n n
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Fig. 2. Examples of the cusp shape contributions from the six lowest order

terms of the cross section expansion used to characterize the laboratory frame

ECC cusp shape. These are displayed for normalized amplitudes B = +1. Values

of 60 = 1.4° and a 6-function R (v ) velocity line width were assumed for

the analyzer parameters here. The velocity scale is represented in terms of

the percentage difference between the lab frame electron and projectile

velocities.

In Table I a summary of numerical results of the fitting procedure for]

various combinations of projectile and target species is presented. Within

parentheses beside values for each B one standard deviation variances are
nS,

listed for those cases in which the amount of data permitted fits to multiple

data sets; in all other cases best fit results were found by summing all data

into a single spectrum for fitting.

The most striking feature of the results presented in Table I is the

remarkable consistency of the values found for the major asymmetric term Po, for

the wide variety of target and projectile combinations used in these experiments

518; Z =1,2; 6<v <18). The Sj term shows a large percentage variation in
p t p

values found from the fitting procedure, but the effect on the overall shape is

minor, because of the size of this term compared to the dominant So term,

especially at the cusp peak. This variation is most likely caused by errors in

background subtraction, the accuracy of which was sensitive to slight variations

in beam steering conditions. The D term values found in all cases are also

small, and are mainly important to the fit in the wings of the cusp where

v « 1 is not as valid.



TABLE I Results of fits for several targets and projectiles. The
coefficients are explained in the text; the coefficient for the dominent S o component
is normalized to 1. Errors (ii. parentheses) where given are 1 standard deviation derived
from multiple fits.

Projectile Target Velocity Fit Angle D,

Ne

Ar

H
H2

He

He

He

6.3

8.6
10.0
15.4

16.6

17.2

17.6

15-0
18.1

a . u . 2.14°
1 .97

1.83
1.73
1.41

1.40

1 .40

1.65

1.45
1..41

.32
- .20

.23
- .17

.22
(.11)

.08
(.19)

.02

.01
(.01)

.57

.43

- . 4 2
- . 4 8

- .25
- .37
- .49
(.03)
- . 47
(.04)
- . 48

- . 4 7
(.03)

- .39
- .47

- . 3 7
- . 0 8

- . 40
- . 05
- .04
(.01)
- . 05
(.08)
- . 0 2

- .02
(.01)

- . 26
- . 1 2

- . 03
- .07

- . 2 5
- . 0 6
- . 0 3
(.03)

.10
(.10)

.03

.02
(.01)

- .17
- . 1 7

- .21
.01

.07
- . 0 5

.00
(.02)

.12
(.10>

.02

14
1

1
1)
1
(
1
(
1

1
(

1
1

.94

.09

.23

.29

.63

.24)

.23

.34)
• 30

.49

.22)

.0

.4
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Fig. 3. The top row shows four comparisons between fitted spectra (solid lines)

and data (dots) incorporating background subtraction where appropriate for: (a)

12 MeV bare carbon projectiles, (b) 30 MeV and (c) 110 MeV bare oxygen

projectiles, and (d) 155 MeV bare neon projectiles. The vertical dashed lines

indicate equivalent arbitrary (1±.0^)v limits for each of four spectra. The

bottom row displays S, P, and D components of the fitted function (summed over

both n = 0, 1 components) for the corresponding fitted function shown above. The

bottom spectra have been displayed with a 6-function linewidth, to remove the

dependence of the cusp shape on the particular experimental line width, allowing

for a more direct comparison of the results.

In Figure 3, we present representative fit results for helium targets, as

well as tha* for atomic hydrogen (the contribution of molecular targets has been

subtracted), and the resulting S, P, and-D component parts of each fit. The

similarity of the cusp shape for both helium and hydrogen targets suggests that

at least for the velocities considered here the results for helium targets

approximate those for atomic hydrogen targets at a satisfactory level.

We hope that by presenting our results in the above model-independent

manner, which attempts to account for the variations in experimental arrange-

ments, further theoretical investigation into the shape of the ECC cusp will be

stimulated, especially concerning the detailed dependence of the asynrc^try on

Z Z , arid v observed. In Darticular, the promising approach of
p t p

Jakubassa-Amundsen /6/ in explicating our argon projectile data /7/ may warrant



application of her method to the combinations of projectile Z and v discussed

here. Also, it is our expectation that by making further systematic studies of

the cusp shape, especially as a function of collection angle, and through a

similar method of analysis, more insight into the nature of the ECC cusp

asymmetry and its theoretical explanation will be possible.

Electron loss to the ccntinuum (ELC)

When partially ionized projectiles undergo atomic collisions, it is now

well known /1,8/ that a superficially similar peak in the velocity spectrum of

electrons emitted in the forward direction arises from projectile ionization,

and that cross sections for ELC dominate whenever loosely bound projectile

electrons are available. Though the "C" in ELC may seem redundant, its use

reminds us of parallel ECC phenomena and further reminds us that electron loss

from heavy particles (usually targets) can occur through electron capture by the

binary collision partner, thereby liberating no electrons into the continuum.

Recent experiments /9/ have measured the shape of the ELC cusp,

characterized by the width [full width at half maximum (FWHM)], the

forward-backward asyumnetry with respect to the cusp peak, and the total cusp

cross section integrated over an arbitrarily chosen interval

(v -0.5 £ v <_ v +0.5).

For highly charged projectiles having relatively loosely bound L-shell

electrons, we have found an almost symmetric cusp with a narrow width in the

range A=0.25-0.3 a.u. nearly independent :>f v , Z , and the target. These

results differ significantly from cort esponding findings for ECC and adequate

theoretical explanation had heretofore not been available. A direct comparison

with the calculation for the 1s state /&/ is not possible for two reasons: In

any experiment which does not detect the final charge state of the outgoing

projectile in coincidence, the ELC contribution dominates the cusp only if

sufficient loosely bound n=2 electrons are available. Furthermore, the Born
2

criterion Ze /nv <<1 is in most cases studied to date only marginally satis-

fied for the deeply bound 1s state. A systematic theoretical study of the ELC

cusp shape as a function of the initial s.tate of the released electron, its

binding energy, the projectile velocity, and the target structure was therefore

initiated.

Previous calculations of Briggs, Dreper and Day /8/ for ionization of

the 1s state in the low-velocity limit nas been generalized by Burgdorfer /8 /

to arbitrary hydrogenic initial states |nlm> by evaluating the bound-free

transition form factor using a group-theoretical method. In the paper by

Burgdorfer et al. an algebraic treatment of Coulomb excitation was extended

to a calculation of the bound-free transition form factor for low-lying

continuum states, exploiting the continuity across the ionizacion limit. The



low-velocity limit of the continuum wave function was examined as a coherent

superposition of parabolic Rydberg states|n',n'x,n'2m'>, incorporating the

boundary conditions for an incoming (outgoing) Coulomb wave. This result was

then used to calculate the bound-free transition form factor as a Rydberg limit

n'->"> of the bound-bound transition form factor. Numerical results for the

doubly differential cross-section (DDCS) and the cusp shape were then compared

with recent experimental data for ELC from our laboratory.

Quantitative comparison with our experimental results can be expected to

be possible only if: (a) the projectile velocity is large compared to the

orbital velocity of the released electron; (b) the initial state can be

approximated by a hydroser-ic wave function without serious error; and (c)

additional charge-transfer contributions (ECC) can be neglected. Most of the

data taken so far for highly charged projectiles in our laboratory satisfy these

requirements only marginally. An exception are these cusp data for 05+. The

large electron-loss cross section for the loosely bound 2s electron permits an

almost "pure" ELC measurement without a significant ECC contribution, and

without the need for performing a coincidence experiment. The 2s state of the

Li-like configuration can be described by a hydrogenic

wave function with an effective charge Z ef.=6.3 to a reasonable de^ee of
i , er i

approximation. The deviation from the asymptotic charge seen by the ionized

electron at large distances, Z ~6, is only ~5%. For the experimental
data in the region 7<v <12 with v /v >2 the Born approximation provides a

rough estimate for the ELC cross section.

Figure li displays the ELC cusp width for 0s+ on argon. The calculation

includes, besides the dominant 2s cross section (~90%), the smaller

contributions of the two 1s electrons (~'\0%) also described by hydrogenic

orbitals with the Slater value z p ff=7.65. The linewidth is found to be much

smaller than predicted for an isotropic cusp, also shown in Fig. 4, and in good

agreement with our data. This result strongly emphasizes the importance of the

large transverse anisotropy as a source of the narrowing and of the weak v

dependence of T observed in ELC experiments for few-electron projectiles.
F'l C

Further comparisons for the "total" cusp cross section o as determined by
integration of do/dv between v -0.5 and -v +0.5 are also discussed in Ref. 8.

e p p

One of the most interesting of Burgdorfer'srecent findings is that for

selected nlm states, the customarily observed cusp not only can take on a very

different shape — it can even appear inverted! Figures 5 and 6 display do/dv

for He on H at 1 0 au and 4 au, reptctively. A striking inversion in the cusp,

producing a valley in the observed spectrum of ionization electron, is seen for

the 2p initial state of the projectile. Such a structure has not yet been

observed experimentally.
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It is interesting to note the similarities and differences of th»

forward-backward asymmetry for ECC and ELC. As in the case of ECC we find that

the asymetry of the DDOS is a signature of the presence of higher-order Born

terms. There is, however, a remarkable difference: In the limit of asymptotic

projectile velocities v >>1 the DDCS asymmetry persists for ECC because of the

dominance of the second-order Born ;~>ntributioh, whereas for ELC the DDCS

should become symmetric because the first order Born approximation is believed

to be the leading term of the perturbation expansion for large v .

A central feature of the recent calculation performed by Burgdorfer

/8/ is that the narrow ELC cusps, with widths approximately independent of

collision velocity, are a consequence of preferential transverse electron

emission from the 2s level in 3~ and ^-electron ions, coupled with convolution

over the narrow range or observation angles admitted in most ELC experiments.

If the DDCS in the projectile frame is expanded in multipoles as is usual for

anisotropic emission, it can be parameterized as

do/dv= ao[1 + 02P2(cos6) + S^Pjcose)],

where the emission velocity v and polar angle 9 are expressed in the projectile

frame, P2 and P,, are Legendre polynomials, a0 sets the isotropic emission lavel,

and the second and fourth order coefficients g2 and 3i» determine the degree and

nature of the anisotropic component of emission. Various symmetry consider-

ations prohibit other multipoles in the expansion of the DDCS for pure ELC

processes. For the projectiles (05+) targets (He, Ar), and velocities we have

recently studied, g2—0.6 and 8,,~+0.1, which leads to an emission pattern which

is strongly transverse to the ion beam. Our preliminarj' measurements of the

emission distribution exhibit definite transverse anisotropy.

Figure 7 displays a sample ELC cusp for 0 on Ar obtained by Elston

et al./10/ using a position sensitive detector with a spherical sector spec-

trometer to provide angle-resolvsd emission spectroscopy.

Ill 82MeVO5+

in Ar



In Figure 8 plots of contours of equal intensity as observed in the

laboratory irame for 82 MeV 0s on He and Ar targets are compared with the

(cleg)
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results of a simulation based on the asymmetry parameters quoted above and upon

a convolution with the instrumental response function we expect from essen-

tially geometric considerations. Corrections for che transformation between

projectile and laboratory frame and spectrometer transmission efficiency are

also included. It is seen that the degree of asymmetry exhibited by the data

away from the central portion of the cusp (where the singular nature of the

cusp results in extreme sensitivity to the details of the instrumental response

function) is reaonably good. The cusps obtained with argon targets are a bit

narrower than the simulated data, and the helium cusps are significantly

narrower overall than expected, a puzzling result if one expects the calcula-

tions to be more reliable for a simpler target.

Zero-degree Auger Electron Spectrometry

The analysis of electrons emitted into the forward direction also per-

mits the study of doubly excited, high Rydberg autoionizing states, where low

Auger energies (e.g. 2-20eV) can be very conveniently detected. For Be-like

ions excited in gas or foil targets, there is a high probability for simul-

taneous excitation of two electrons to bound states (one high lying). The

advantages of high beam velocity combined with observation at zero legrees are:

1) minimizing of Doppler spread at zero degrees; and 2) kinematic shifting of

very low energy Auger transitions to convenient laboratory frame energies. As



this very interesting subject lies outside the principal scope of this paper,

interested persons may consult ref. 9 for further details.
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